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Summary. In this report, we describe the first steps towards the goal of quantifying space environment interactions with debris objects using observation data fusion techniques, namely the setup of an observation campaign to acquire lightcurves of geosynchronous artificial space objects. We first explain how the candidate objects were selected. Then we describe the acquisition of the observations, featuring technical details, the observation strategy and also the practical difficulties that we encountered along the way. Finally, we present the successfully acquired observations, giving a qualitative discussion of the obtained light curves and a quantitative discussion of the rotation periods for a number of sample objects. In order to quantify space environment interactions with debris objects using observation data fusion techniques, additional work is needed.
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| Introduction
The broader context of this work is a project to eventually identify the sources and sinks of the population of high area-to-mass ratio (AMR) debris objects in high altitude orbits. Position data and optical light curves shall be fused and used to estimate the orbits, AMR, and attitude states of space objects in a common process.
The identification of the sources and sinks of the population of high AMR objects in high altitude orbits requires building up and maintaining an orbit catalogue of these objects. Current approaches use only position measurements to associate observations with objects in the catalogue and to determine their orbits including the critical AMR. The AMR of many of these objects is varying considerably in a currently unpredictable way probably as a result of changing attitude states. As a consequence many high AMR objects are lost. The project aims at improved orbit determination and prediction procedures by fusing position data and optical photometry data including light curves. In particular the project shall -Explore possibilities to estimate the orbits, AMR, and attitude states of space objects in a common process by fusing position data and light curve observations. Novel orbit and attitude state determination algorithms shall be developed.
-Assess the benefits of this approach with respect to the classical approach of independently estimating these properties.
-Assess benefits of using estimated AMR and object albedo for the association of tracks and the correlation with the catalogue.
-Validate the developed algorithms and procedures with actual position and light curve measurements from the ZIMLAT telescope.
The work performed in the context of this grant consisted in the acquisition and classification of light curve measurements for a basic set of objects including active spacecraft and debris objects. This data set shall later serve as test bed to develop and explore the benefits of data fusion algorithms.
We first explain how the candidate objects were selected. Then we describe the acquisition of the observations. Finally, we present the results, giving a qualitative discussion of the obtained light curves and a quantitative discussion of the rotation periods for a number of sample objects. 9 2 | Selection of Candidate Objects Candidate objects were selected from different groups. Operational, stable satellites as well as satellites out of service were chosen. Besides satellites of cylindrical shape, more complex, box-wing type satellites were included (see Figure 2 .1). The selection also comprises upper stages of various, roughly cylindrical types (see Figure 2. 2). Finally, some of AUIBs internal, so-called HAMR-objects 1 were included in the observation campaign.
The AIUB archive of lightcurves was searched for lightcurves with interesting features: Peaks of extreme brightness (these might result from highly reflecting components), signs of undersampling, lightcurves that vary over time, lightcurves showing periodicity and lightcurves showing a large variation in magnitude. Interesting objects with a long observation record were included accordingly. In addition, the object Z08343R, an object drifting along the GEO ring, was included.
We were not able to observe all of the selected objects. For some objects, two-line elements (TLE) were no more available, and some objects were not visible during the observation period. Furthermore, some of AUIBs internal HAMR-objects had not been observed for a certain period and could therefore not be found anymore. 
| Observations
General Framework
Optical observations are performed at night when the wheather conditions are suitable.
The observations are performed mainly by student observers which habe been specially trained for this task.
Instruments used
Observations of artificial space objects are performed with the 1 m Laser and Astrometry Telescope ZIMLAT, see Figure 3 .1. The telescope is equipped with the CCD camera SI1100 with low readout-noise and high quantum efficiency. The limiting magnitude of the optical system is 19mag. More technical details can be found in [1] .
Acquisition of Lightcurves
Lightcurves are obtained by taking series of small subframes (100x100 pixels or 1.29') centred on the objects. The exposure time for GEO-objects is around 1.5s, resulting in a sampling rate of around 3s. As the objects are of moderate brightness, no filters are used. On these subframes, the intensity of the object is measured. After 30 subframe images, an image with 2064x2048 pixels or 26.6' is acquired for calibration purposes. Furthermore, some time is needed for the readout of the data and the readjustment of the telescope (e.g. focus), resulting in a gap of around 20s between every two series of 30 subframes.
The observation data is stored in form of the original images, a textfile and a lightcurve. The original subframe image undergoes an automatic processing resulting in the exclusion of some images, e.g. if a star is present in the subframe or if the object is over-or underexposed. The textfile and the lightcurve are generated from the observation data of the remaining subframes. For the lightcurves featured in this report, no calibration 16 CHAPTER 3. OBSERVATIONS Figure 3 .1: The ZIMLAT telescope at the Zimmerwald observatory.
has been applied. The resulting magnitudes are therefore to be understood as relative magnitudes, showing the magnitude variation.
Observation strategy
In order to learn something about the reproducibility of the observations, or, in other words, about the variability of the lightcurves, we planned to organize the frequency of the observations as follows. The objects should be observed multiple times in one night, once in consecutive nights or regularly over longer time periods.
In practice, this proved to be infeasible. The observation capacities were limited due to several reasons. With the ZIMLAT-telescope, three types of measurements are performed: besides the acquisition of lightcurves, it is also used for follow-up observations of space debris objects and for satellite laser ranging. This restricted the observation time available. The observation system had to be optimized and refined for our purposes. Serious software deficiencies and unforeseen hardware maintenance led to delays throughout the observation period. Last but not least, the wheather conditions this year have not been favorable for optical observations. Long periods of clear nights were the exception.
Nonetheless, 32 objects were observed in the observation period from November 2013 until June 2014. A maximum of three observations lasting 20 minutes each was performed for every object.
| Results
Qualitative Discussion of the Lightcurves
The newly acquired lightcurves have been analyzed visually, and the following features have been searched for:
The lightcurve shows a repeated brightness pattern. 
undersampled (us):
The lightcurve shows signs of undersampling (e.g. beats).
The result of this analysis is given in the last column of 
Detailed Analysis of Sample Lightcurves
Lightcurves of Meteosat 9 (05049B)
The Meteosat 9 satellite with Cospar number 05049B is cylindrically shaped, operational and stable. Three lightcurves of the object are displayed in Figure 4 .1. The observation dates, phase angles and exposure times are given in Figure 4.1: Lightcurves of Meteosat 9 (05049B). Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. Table 4 .2: Light curve measurements for object Astra 1D 94070A.
DETAILED ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE LIGHTCURVES
Lightcurves of Astra 1D (94070A)
As the prevoiusly discussed object, the Astra 1D satellite (94070A) is operational and 3-axis stabilized. It is of box-wing shape. Three lightcurves of the object are displayed in Figure 4 .2, and observation data is given in Table 4 .2. The first observation shows larger magnitude fluctuations than the third one, which is essentially flat with single peaks of around 0.1m being the exception. In the first two lightcurves, a phase angle dependence of the average magnitude is visible.
Lightcurves of HAMR-object E10040A
For the HAMR-object E10040A, two lightcurves from the archive are compared to a recent one (see Table 4 .3 and Figures 4.3. The lightcurve that was acquired in 2012 shows a period of around 70s and a magnitude variation of up to 3m. In the observation stemming from 2013, the magnitude varies only by 0.6m. The most recent lightcurve shows magnitude fluctuations around 0.3m and no periodicity. The lightcurve of this object seems to vary strongly over the years.
Lightcurves of upper stage 77108D
Archived observations of the upper stage 77108D show prominent magnitude peaks, while these are missing in the recently acquired observations (see Table 4 Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. 4.4).
Rotation Rates of Sample Objects
Sample observations have been analyzed with respect to rotation rates. were submitted to further analysis. Some measurement data is given in Table 4 .5, and the results of the analysis are summarized in Table 4 Matching periods were ordered by their power in the Fourier spectrum. For the object 02040B, the observation gap (as explained in Section 3.3) caused a period around 80s, emanating from all three methods and visible by eye as well. Periods around 42 and 28 seconds resulted from calculations. These two periods might be artefacts, as they appear identically for the majority of the objects. In summary, the extraction of rotation rates seems to be difficult for a stable object like 02040B, whose lightcurve shows little structure.
For the object 68081E, the methods again found the observation gap, resulting in a period of around 80 seconds. Also the 42s-and 28s-periods were detected. The period of 16s can be confirmed by the eye and is a candidate for a physical rotation period.
Ignoring the observation gap and possible artefacts, we find a period of just under 70s for object 91010F, periods of around 40s and 10s for object E06321D, and periods around 70s and 30s for object Z08343R. All these periods are also visible to the eye. Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited. An observation campaign for GEO-objects has been set up, comprising a variety of space debris objects. The objects have been observed, despite the practical difficulties that arose during the observation period. From the observation data, lightcurves have been acquired and discussed qualitatively and quantiatively. While these are important steps towards a fusion of position data and light curve observations, a lot of work remains to be done.
ROTATION RATES OF SAMPLE OBJECTS
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Distribution A: Approved for public release; distribution is unlimited.
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
